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Wired Gaming Mouse Esperanza EGM201R (Red)
The Esperanza EGM201R is a professional gaming mouse designed to deliver unforgettable gaming experiences. It offers DPI adjustment
ranging  from  800  to  2400,  and  its  carefully  crafted  design  will  provide  you  with  unparalleled  comfort  even  during  long  gaming
marathons. It's also equipped with practical buttons such as "Next" and "Previous," facilitating navigation in games.
 
Precision at its Best
The Esperanza mouse gives you full control over your gameplay. The latest optical sensor allows DPI adjustment in a wide range from
800 to 2400. This solution will provide you with exceptional flexibility to adjust the precision of movements to the specific situation in the
game. Need precise aiming in shooters? The right DPI adjustment will  allow you to hit  the target with incredible accuracy. Or perhaps
you're looking for fast and smooth movements in dynamic action games? The Esperanza EGM201R is ready to meet your expectations in
any situation!
 
Discover a New Level of Comfort
Now  you  can  play  even  longer  without  discomfort.  Thanks  to  the  precise  button  layout  and  ergonomically  shaped  sides,  the  mouse
perfectly fits the shape of your hand, eliminating feelings of fatigue or excessive muscle tension. The comfortable hand positioning allows
for quick reactions and full control over the game!
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Additional Features
The Esperanza EGM201R features a built-in  very useful  "Double Click"  button that  can significantly  increase your  efficiency in  games.
With it, you can perform a double-click with a single press, which can be crucial during intense battles. The mouse is also equipped with
"Next" and "Previous" side buttons, which are invaluable support both in games and during internet browsing. They facilitate operating
web browsers and allow for quick adaptation to any situation in games.
 
	Manufacturer
	Esperanza
	Model
	EGM201R
	Color
	Red
	Resolution
	800 / 1200 / 1600 / 2400
	Connection
	Wired (USB)

Price:

€ 6.00
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